Welcome to camp, sunflowers!

We are so excited you and your fascinating brains/souls/hearts are here on this mountain with us! We have been the busiest bees decorating your cabins, hauling a million sets of linens, getting excited, having feelings, starting fires, and working on our workshops and panels and performances in preparation for your arrival. Today we have a late dinner at 7:30 and you won’t want to miss the Opening Number and campfire at 9! It’s guaranteed to be a magical time.

Maybe You Need Help?

Lost and Found is located in Eagle (dining hall)
If you’re ill, locate an A-Camp staffer who will put you in touch with the appropriate person

TIPS:
1. Drink more water than you think you need.
2. Altitude sickness is real. Take it easy, and be aware of yourself.

Featured Hashtags

#autostraddlecamp

Talent Spotlight: Brittani

If you could lead a workshop in something you are passionate about, but not a professional in, what would it be?
Quesadillas, especially the kind made on a quesadilla maker. Other people’s dogs. How to get other people’s dogs to like you. Yeah, let’s do a combo workshop where we make quesadillas on quesadilla makers and I teach you how to get other people’s dogs to like you.

What is something that is always in your fridge?
Sweet tea. I make my own. Which is, who would buy sweet tea? That’d be a weird thing to do.

What would you do if you were making out with someone at camp and you saw a bear?
I would probably try to snapchat the bear. And then run away. I guess I should show some concern with the person I’m making out with. Listen, it’s fight or flight. It’s not fight, flight, or make out.

What is your favorite part of A-Camp?
Hanging out with everybody and talking to people and going to Klub Deer.
Dinner (7:30pm):
Spaghetti / Broccoli / Garlic Bread

Breakfast (9:00am, Sunday):
Make your own breakfast burrito with scrambled egg or tofu, black beans / hashbrowns

Feeling tired? Need to recharge? Try A-Camp's LYING FACE-DOWN IN YOUR BUNK UNTIL YOU FEEL BETTER

MountainTOP Sex Positions:
The “Oh Fuck Is That A Bear”

by Carolyn

Find an isolated spot against the unlit side of a cabin, lodge, or conveniently placed tree. The area should be dark enough it’s hard to see and bright enough to restrict both you and your activity partner’s night vision. Make out. Notice heavy breathing. Notice the heavy breathing is not your activity partner’s. Follow basic bear safety. This will be a better story in the morning.

Homoscopes with Hansen
Aries: you cunning, pliable, chestnut-haired sunfish
Taurus: you beautiful, talented, brilliant, powerful musk ox
Gemini: you’re beautiful and you’re organized
Cancer: you beautiful, naive, sophisticated newborn baby
Leo: you beautiful, glowing sun goddess
Virgo: you’re too beautiful to be funny. it’s not your fault, you never had to compensate for anything
Libra: you beautiful tropical fish
Scorpio: you are so brilliant and kind and stupid hot
Sagittarius: your brain is almost as perfect as your face
Capricorn: you beautiful, rule-breaking moth
Aquarius: you beautiful sunflower
Pisces: you poetic, noble land mermaid

Schwartzcast
by Stef

COMING ATTRACTIONS
Meetups: Really want to meetup with other queers who like crocheting while watching Game of Thrones? You’re in luck! We will have a dedicated space in the Bee for advertising your own meetups on the mountain! Just find Chelsey at lunch and tell her the meetup details, time and location and you will see it in the next Bee!

Missed Connections: Want to catch the attention of that person who you locked eyes with in the Macrame Plant Hangers workshop? Just fill out a slip of paper with the details and place it in the dedicated box in Wolf! Please note that we won’t publish any pronouns.

Dear Sour: Have a burning question you want Brittani to sarcastically answer? Place your questions in the submissions box in Wolf.

Hey There Mystery Solvers
Oh no! It looks like all the hummus is missing from the Falcon fridge! Can you help us find the identity of the masked bandit?!

For your first clue, look under the big stump outside Eagle...maybe they left something as they fled the scene!